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Abstract
Silica sol-gel encapsulation of bacteria and enzymes is a proven bioremediation
technology but can be limited by the production rate of the silica material. Because labscale production techniques were unsuitably slow, a coaxial emulsion device was
designed, fabricated, and characterized to create silica spheres at a rapid rate, in a
consistent fashion, with control over individual sphere size.

Taking inspiration from microfluidics, a coaxial emulsion device was designed with
multiple emulsion needles working in parallel and fabricated by machining and
modifying commercially-available materials and equipment. The device was
characterized in order to identify the range of parameters to produce a desired sphere size
and to reduce sphere size distribution. Sphere size and distribution are functions of the
gel flow rate, oil flow rate, and needle diameter, and considering dripping and jetting, the
two modes of sphere formation.
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1.

Introduction

1.1 Bioremediation
Naturally-occurring microbes have been found to degrade a plethora of harmful
chemicals compounds, pollutants, and toxic waste [1-3]. Utilizing native bacteria and
genetically-engineered or recombinant bacteria gives scientists and engineers a wide
range of tools to clean agricultural runoff [4], hydraulic fracturing pollutants [5], nitriles
[6], and other industrial wastes [7-9]. Furthermore, immobilizing biologicals in a porous
matrix is a proven technology [10-13] which offers advantages of increased cell-loading
in bioreactors [14], higher protection from environmental stresses than free cells [15], and
constriction of the biologicals within a convenient geometry and location [16]. Utilizing
a porous matrix enables the influx of pollutant and efflux of the degraded pollutant and
other byproducts [17], as described in Figure 1, below.
Figure 1 - Representation of Encapsulated Bacteria in Porous Matrix
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1.2 Silica gel chemistry
Sol-gel chemistry is a viable technique to create a cross-linked, porous material utilizing
a variety of different elements, including titanium oxide [18], borate [19], ferrouscalcium-silicate-phosphate [20], and aluminum [21]. However, silica is a common solgel element as it is biocompatible, mechanically strong, and chemically and microbially
inert [22-24]. Furthermore, certain encapsulation features, such as structure,
permeability, and surface conditions can be finely adjusted [21]. Different sol-gel
precursors are available that lend different properties to the final cross-linked material.
Several common precursors are described below in Table 1.
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Table 1 - Common Silica Precursors

Precursor
Name

Chemical Schematic

Molar
Mass
(g/mol)

Tetramethyl
orthosilicate
(TMOS)
152.25

Tetraethyl
orthosilicate
(TEOS)
208.33

Methyltrimethoxysilane
(MTMOS)

Triethoxy(octyl)silane
(OctylTEOS)

136.22

276.49

Density
at 20 °C Comment
(g/ml)
Forms methanol
upon hydrolysis.
Quick hydrolysis.
1.032
Very common
silica sol-gel
precursor. Very
hydrophilic.
Forms ethanol
upon hydrolysis.
Slower gel
kinetics. Very
0.933
common silica
sol-gel precursor.
Relatively
hydrophilic.
Non-reactive side
chain provides
elastic properties.
0.955
Forms methanol
upon hydrolysis.
Relatively
hydrophobic.
Long carbon chain
makes resultant
0.88
gel very
hydrophobic.

Generally, a sol-gel solution is prepared by hydrolyzing a precursor (e.g., TMOS or
TEOS) by ultrasonic homogenization or stirring in the presence of a solvent (often water)
and a catalyst. In the case of TEOS, this process changes the compound to orthosilic acid
(Si(OH)4) and ethanol (C2H6O) and for TMOS, this results in orthosilic acid and
methanol (CH3OH). The precursor must be hydrolyzed in order to form the silanol
groups of the orthosilic acid that are the active participant in cross-linking.
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Moreover, porous sol-gels can be created by utilizing a precursor, in combination with a
much larger silica nanoparticle (“SNP”, on the order of 7-22 nm, several orders of
magnitude larger than cross-linker), as shown by the schematic in Figure 2. Sol-gels
made with SNPs and precursors are also more economical then precursors alone as the
SNPs are lower cost and can represent a larger volume of the sol-gel. The SNPs act as
building blocks to which the cross-linker bond and erect a three-dimensional structure.
When bacteria, which are even larger (typically 500 nm and 1-3 µm in length), are
introduced, they displace SNPs and weaken the overall mechanical strength of the gel
[25]. For example, combining TEOS with SNPs allows for control over the
biocompatibility and porosity of the matrix and utilizing different sizes and ratios of
SNPs to TEOS controls the overall matrix structure.
Figure 2 – Simplified Schematic of Cross-Linking
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1.2.1 The Effect of pH on Sol-Gel Chemistry
Gelation, the action of cross-linking, is largely a pH-dependent mechanism and is a
dynamic relationship between the condensation and hydrolysis reactions, described in
Figure and Figure 4.
Figure 3 – Hypothetical Hydrolysis and Condensation Reactions

L to R: Condensation of two silanols into a crosslinked dimer
R to L: Hydrolysis of dimer into silanol groups

At neutral conditions, condensation dominates, and silanol pairs condense into a crosslinked dimer. At very acidic and basic conditions, hydrolysis dominates, where crosslinked groups are hydrolyzed into individual monomers. In very acidic conditions, below
a pH of 2, gelation is slow and long time periods are needed for a sol-gel to completely
cross-link. Between a pH of 2 and 7, cross-linking increases significantly and gelation
time decreases. Above a pH of 7, the rate of gelation decreases with rising pH [26].
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Relative Rates
(arbitraty units)

Figure 4 - pH Dependence of Hydrolysis and Condensation [26]
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1.2.2 Catalyst
Often, a catalyst is introduced to the sol-gel solution in order to expedite the initial
precursor hydrolysis process. With an acidic catalyst, the rate of hydrolysis is affected
principally by the strength of the acid, but with a basic catalyst, the makeup of the solvent
contributes significantly to the effect on hydrolysis. Generally, acids are more effective
in catalyzing precursor hydrolysis than bases [26].

1.2.3 Cell encapsulation
Encapsulation is a proven and viable technique for effectively trapping enzymes or living
cells into a porous gel material. However, care must be taken to protect cells from very
acidic or basic conditions, sol-gel byproducts such as ethanol or methanol, or sol-gel
aging that results in mechanical stress from gel shrinkage [27-33]. Multiple techniques
have been employed to minimize the potential harmful effects of the sol-gel process on
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cells, including controlled vacuum or ambient evaporation of alcohol, the addition of
alginate, PEG, glycerol, or other bio-compatible stabilizers, or using sodium silicate or
colloidal precursors [12, 24, 32-40].

1.3 Motivation
Few techniques exist for the facile mass-production of the porous material without the
use of surfactants, which are often used in the literature to maintain individual spheres
and avoid large-scale coalescence [44-47]. However, surfactants disrupt diffusion across
the material interface and decrease the bioactivity of encapsulated cells. Previously, our
lab formed silica hemispheres and cylinders through molding with a machined aluminum
or 3D-printed plastic molds and spheres can be made through dripping un-solidified gel
liquid into mineral oil [41]. This sphere dripping is similar to the ionotropic gelation of a
polymeric solution upon dripping into an aqueous solution of polyvalent cations; the most
common application of this technique is the dripping of alginate into a calcium chloride
solution [42, 43]. However, alginate gels were not used in this experiment as they suffer
from a weaker mechanical structure and less chemical stability than silica gels and it has
been reported that encapsulated cells can be inadvertently released from alginate gels [10,
29, 43]. Upon immersion into the mineral oil, surface tension pulls the sol-gel liquid into
a sphere, and, after several minutes, the spheres solidify through the condensation
reaction. These techniques are practical on a small-scale, where ten to fifty milliliters of
gel material are needed for bench-scale experiments, but are unsatisfactory when large
quantities of material are needed for field application or large-scale tests
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1.3.1 Microfluidics
Inspiration for this large-scale manufacturing technique comes from microfluidics,
principally co-axial flow emulsion. Previous fabrication techniques involved manual
gravity-driven emulsion, where a syringe extrudes liquid gel from a needle, surface
tension holds the gel on the needle tip, and gravity pulls the gel downward. When gravity
overcomes surface tension, the gel drops to the mineral oil bath. This is similar to
microfluidics, as described in Figure 5, where surface tension holds the inside fluid on the
end of a needle, but shear forces from the flowing outside fluid pull the inside fluid away
from the needle tip, rather than gravity.
Figure 5 - Schematic Representation of Co-Axial Emulsion [44]

Co-axial flow microfluidics offers a number of advantages for this application; it is a
relatively simple concept and is scalable in both size and quantity. In microfluidics in
general, spheres and droplets on the order of tens of micrometers are created and in this
experiment, spheres on the order of one millimeter are of interest. With increasing sphere
diameter, total production rate increases, difficulty of sphere production decreases,
pressure drop in packed bed reactors decreases, and diffusion limitations increase [45].
However, the scope of this experiment focused on understanding the performance of the
emulsion device in regard to solidification, coalescence, and sphere diameter.
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Other techniques have been reported to create emulsions of gel precursors, including
rotor-stator high-shear breakup, direct membrane emulsification, and microchannel array
emulsion, but these methods generally require complicated manufacturing techniques
(including clean room-microengineering and micro-machining), have high power
requirements, have poor control over sphere size, or are difficult to scale [46-51].

1.3.2 Co-axial flow emulsion
In co-axial flow, as described above, a droplet of un-cross-linked gel collects at the end
of the needle and grows until the shearing force of the mineral oil overcomes the
interfacial tension and the drop disengages from the needle [52]. Several dimensionless
numbers characterize the system, including the capillary number, the ratio of viscous
forces to interfacial tension, and the Weber number, the ratio of inertial forces to
interfacial forces.
𝐶𝑎𝐺 =

𝜇𝐺 𝑈𝐺
γ

𝐶𝑎𝑂 =

𝜇𝑂 𝑈𝑂
γ

𝑊𝑒 =

𝜌𝐺 𝑑𝑈𝐺2
𝛾

Where µ is the viscosity, U is the bulk velocity, γ is the interfacial tension, ρ is the
density, d is the diameter of the sphere, and the subscripts G and O are the gel and oil
phases, respectively. For a given experiment, µ, γ, and ρ are fixed. As the flow rate of a
fluid increases, the capillary number increases proportionally, as the flow rate is simply
the product of the fluid bulk velocity and the diameter of the passage through which the
fluid is travelling. The capillary number of the gel also increases with decreasing needle
size, given a constant gel flow rate. The Weber number is affected by all three
experimental parameters. With increased gel flow, the Weber number increases by the
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square of the increase oil flow and as the increased gel flow increases the sphere size
according to equation (1), below. With increased oil flow, the Weber number indirectly
decreases as the sphere size is decreased according to equation (1). With increased
needle size, the Weber number is increased by the larger sphere size, but decreased by the
lower gel fluid flow rate.
1.3.2.1 Dripping and Jetting
Spheres are formed by two mechanisms, dripping and jetting, and shown in Figure 6. In
dripping, interfacial tension and elastic forces dominate at low capillary and Weber
numbers and nearly spherical drops “drip” off the end of the needle tip. In jetting,
viscous or inertial forces grow with greater capillary or Weber numbers and surmount the
interfacial forces and the gel material “jets” out from the needle tip, forming spheres
downstream due to Plateau-Rayleigh instability [53-56]. The jetting mechanism is an
unstable phenomenon. Any perturbation in the jet leads to a slightly narrower region of
the jet, increasing the Laplace pressure, which pushes the fluid to either side and
eventually results in an even narrower region. This ultimately breaks the jet into droplets
[44, 57].
Figure 6 - Dripping (above) and Jetting (below) [58]
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1.3.2.2. Sphere Size Prediction
Takeuchi, et al., derived a simple equation to predict droplet radius:
𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝 = 𝜁

𝑑𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑒
𝑄𝑜𝑓
√
𝑄𝑖𝑓 + 1

(1)
where d is diameter, ζ is an experimental constant depending on the properties of the
fluids used, and Qof/if is flow rate of the outside fluid or inside fluid, respectively [59].
With this equation the sphere diameter can be easily controlled through either varying the
needle size, the flow rate of the gel, or the flowrate of the oil.

2 Materials and methods
2.1 Chemistry:
Reagent-grade TMOS and LUDOX TM-40 collodial silica were purchased from SigmaAldirch (Sigma-Aldrich Corp. St. Louis, MO, USA). The colloidal silica (silica
nanoparticle or SNP) has 40% SiO2 content by mass, has an average diameter of 22
nanometers, a pH of 9.0, and is stabilized by sodium ions. Crystal Plus Food Grade 200
Mineral Oil was purchased from STE Oil Company (STE Oil Company, Inc. San Marcos,
TX, USA). Ultrapure water (UPW) for hydrolysis of TMOS, and was prepared by
filtering deionized water though a Milli-Q water purification system (Millipore, Billerica,
MA, USA) to a final electrical resistance of >18.2 MΩ cm-1.
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2.1.1 Silica sol-gel formula
A model silica sol-gel was used to characterize the emulsion system. TMOS was mixed
with UPW and 0.5 M hydrochloric acid at a molar ratio of 1:8.26:0.41, respectively, and
hydrolyzed by ultrasonic homogenizer from Biologics, Inc. (Biologics Inc., Cary, NC,
USA). This precursor or silicon alkoxide solution and a 1:3 TM40:UPW were mixed and
produced rapid polymerization and condensation reactions. Eventually, the cross-linking
permeates the mixture and it becomes a gel. The time necessary for complete
polymerization and cross-linking is called the gelation time and depends on the formula
ratios (alkoxide : SNP : water mixture) and pH, temperature, humidity, etc.

2.2 Device
2.2.1 Manifold
To facilitate the mass production of silica spheres, a nested manifold was designed and
fabricated, with an inner set of nozzles that conveyed the silica gel material and an outer
set of nozzles that conveyed the mineral oil. Gel entered the inner manifold, Figure 7,
through a bulkhead fitting at one end, travelled the length of the manifold, and was
extruded through one of the many needle ports arranged along the length of the manifold.
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Figure 7 - Inner Gel Manifold

Oil entered the outer manifold, Figure 8, in one of four places to minimize pressure drop
and exits through tube fittings connected to the oil helix.
Figure 8 - Outer Oil Manifold

The oil manifold is a thick-walled, square-cross section aluminum tube with eighteen
3/8” tube fittings for oil output, four ½” tube fittings for oil input, a bulkhead fitting to
enable the gel manifold to nest inside the oil manifold, and two endcaps to seal the
system and make it oil-tight. Each endcap is secured to the square tube by twelve small
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hex-head screws and made oil-tight by a laser-cut gasket. One endcap has the bulkhead
fitting, the other has a blind hole that secures one end of the gel manifold and keeps it
centered in the oil manifold. The gel manifold is a thick-walled pipe with eighteen
threaded holes for needle fittings. Each region near the threaded hole has been milled
flat, perpendicular to the hole, to facilitate an o-ring between the needle fitting and the
pipe, to keep the gel manifold liquid-tight. Both ends of the gel manifold are threaded to
enable a plug to close one end and a barbed tube fitting to interface with the bulkhead
fitting. All tube-to-tube fitting junctions are secured by hose clamps. The raw materials
for the manifolds were ordered from McMaster-Carr. Oil manifold gaskets were lasercut in ME Shop.

2.2.2 Mixers
Several different mixing techniques were explored to combine the two gel components.
Initially a continuous-stir tank reactor-like mixer was employed, where the two gel
reagents were individually pumped into a small beaker with a stir bar over a stir plate.
The two reagents were mixed and pumped out of the beaker and into the gel manifold.
However, using a continuous-stir tank reactor would require an additional gel pump and
is a complicated chemical engineering technique where ideal performance can only be
approached in large scale reactors. This method resulted in lower reproducibility due to
inconsistent mixing. Tube mixing, or static mixing, was explored next. A tube mixer is a
series of baffles inside a plastic or metal tube in which the fluid inside the tube is divided
in two and rotated for every baffle that is placed in the tube. The two gel components
were initially combined through a y-connector and the common tube is connected to a
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static mixer with hose clamps. A static mixer is a useful mixing technique as it is highly
efficient, easy to install and operate, and functions more simply than a continuous-stir
tank reactor. Initially, a ¼”-diameter stainless steel tube mixer was employed, but this
was replaced by disposable ½”-diameter plastic mixers, as the plastic mixers could be
easily cut to appropriate lengths and the inner baffles could be removed for cleaning in
the event of the system clogging. Stainless steel static mixer acquired from McMasterCarr and plastic static mixer acquired from Nordson EFD.

2.2.3 Tubing
In terms of volume, both in the physical amount of space the equipment took up in the lab
and in the amount of oil present in this portion of the emulsion system, the tubing was the
largest component of the emulsion system. Tubing can be divided into three areas: gel
delivery, oil delivery, and oil helix.
2.2.3.1 Gel delivery
Small diameter, 1/8”-inch diameter tygon tubing withdrew chemical components from
reservoirs (when not using syringe pumps, see description below), initially combined the
two components with a y-connector (when not using the constant-stir tank reactor, as
described above), carried the fluid to the mixing apparatus, and introduced the mixed gel
material into the gel manifold via the bulkhead fitting. All tube-tube fitting interfaces
were secured via hoseclamps.
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2.2.3.2 Oil delivery
In order to provide fine control of the oil introduced to the manifold, two control systems
were employed to adjust oil flow rate: a return loop of mineral oil, discussed here, and
fine control over the oil pump itself, described below. Large, 1-inch diameter tubing
withdraws mineral oil from the oil reservoir where it is split via an elbow t-joint. One leg
of the elbow drops the tubing down to a ¾-inch tubing and returns the oil to the reservoir.
The other leg of the elbow introduces a gate valve before dropping the tubing down to ¾inch tubing and eventually to the manifold. This gate valve serves as a choke point to
restrict the amount of oil passing to the manifold; the restriction caused by the gate valve
forces oil to return via one leg of the elbow joint to the oil reservoir, while some of it
passes through the other leg of the elbow to reach the manifold. This return loop allows
coarse control over the oil flow, while the oil pump below offers finer control. Before
being introduced into the manifold, the ¾-inch oil delivery tubing is split and stepped
down into ½-inch tubing. All tube-tube fitting interfaces were secured via hoseclamps.
Initially, all tubing in the oil delivery system was plastic vinyl tubing, but to provide rigid
structure for the high pressure, high-volume flow of the return loop, the plastic tubing
was replaced by copper tubing of the same diameter.
2.2.3.3 Oil Helix
The oil helix was the largest component and required the most time and attention during
the design and fabrication process, see Figure 9. Early, crude experiments attempted to
use ten foot long vertical tubing to carry the spheres until they solidified, but the ten to
thirty seconds of residence time in these vertical tubes was insufficient for sphere
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solidification. A helix was an elegant and novel way to extend the short residence time
of vertical tubing,vastly consolidate the space in which the experiment is occurring, and
enable experimentation to occur closer to ground-level, avoiding the ladders and
scaffolding necessary to work in vertically-extensive arrangements. The first helix was
constructed out of nominally one-foot diameter cylindrical cardboard forms with a
plywood skeleton and nails to support the tubing, Vinyl tubing was coiled in an
approximately three inch pitch helix around the cardboard form. This helix was

Figure 9 - Oil Helix Evolution

Figure 9 (left to right): first oil helix, vinyl tubing on wooden frame; second oil helix, tygon and
stainless steel tubing on aluminum frame; final oil helix, FEP-lined tubing on aluminum frame.

satisfactory for initial experiments, but the total length of tubing that wrapped around the
helix was less than twenty-five feet, and so a second helix with a diameter of two feet
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was constructed out of aluminum T-slotted framing. This wider helix enabled a tube
length of fifty feet, substantially increasing the sphere residence time. Additionally, to
explore prevention of plasticizer leeching from the tubing into the mineral oil, stainless
steel tubes were used. As it is valuable to observe the spheres as they travel through the
tubing, windows were cut into the tubing by inserting one foot of clear tygon tubing into
every eight feet of opaque stainless steel, held into place by hoseclamps. As the stainless
steel tubes are rigid and not as malleable as plastic tubing, plastic forms were laser cut
out of plexiglass to assist in holding the stainless steel tubing in place. Each form was
about eight inches tall, less than an inch wide, and about a quarter inch in depth, with
nine 3/8-inch holes cut into them. Dozens of these forms were installed throughout the
stainless steel helix with tygon windows to organize and hold the tubing collection in an
orderly fashion. However, the surface of stainless steel is hydrophilic and water-based
gel wet the surface of the metal tubing. Spheres would not travel down the tube as
independent spheres, but would wet the tube, be pushed along the bottom wall en masse,
and would accumulate at the metal tube-tygon window interface. The mineral oil would
pull gel material into the window section and since the gel does not wet tygon, surface
tension would pull the gel material into spheres. This wetting-psuedo-emulsion process
would continue every steel tube-window interface until the gel material was solidified
enough to not wet the steel tubing. While spheres were created in this fashion, control of
sphere production was largely divorced from the input parameters of oil and gel flowrate
and needle diameter. Therefore, the stainless steel tubes were replaced with flexible
polyvinyl chloride tubing (PVC) lined with fluorinated ethylene propylene (FEP), which
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had great compatibility with mineral oil and resisted leeching. This lined PVC was easy
to work with, transparent, and resisted mineral oil.

2.2.4 Pumps
Several different pumps were employed in this experiment to drive either gel material or
mineral oil as described above. As with tubing, pumps were used either on the gel-side
or the mineral oil-side.
2.2.4.1 Gel-side Pumps
This experiment went through several pump iterations to find the right combination of
proper flow rates, adjustable flow control, and flow pressure required by the emulsion
process. The gel materials were pumped at relatively low flow rates, from 0.25 to 8
ml/min per needle (4.5 to 144 ml/min at full-18 needle capacity), and the selection of
commercially-available pumps are capable of this low flow rate are limited. In order to
achieve fine control over the emulsion process, specific flow rates are required to
maintain appropriate flow ratios between the gel precursor and SNP, and so adjustable
flow control over the desired range of flow rates is necessary. Lastly, the gel materials
must be able to overcome the pressure at the tip of the emulsion needle, where the
pressure of the mineral oil is driving the gel material backwards.

The first iteration of the experiment employed single-phase, oversized gear pumps (1-2
gpm), driven by variable voltage output transformers (variacs) and connected to a
flowback loop, to drive gel components. This flowback loop utilized a flowmeter to
throttle flow rates down to the desired magnitude. However, single-phase motors are not
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designed to be controlled with a veriacs and the pump themselves were oversized,
delivering more much pressure than the tube fittings could withstand. The second pump
iteration used small, single-channel peristaltic pumps, which delivered the proper
magnitude of flow rate, but had very poor flow control and low flow pressure. The
peristaltic pump could only provide a narrow range of flow rates and the flow pressure
was so low that the gel material could not overcome the pressure of the oil at the tip of
the gel manifold. The third iteration used very small gear pumps with low flow rate
(<0.5L/min) but, as with other iterations, these pumps had very poor control over the
available flow rates. The small gear pumps could either operate at 100% of max
pumping capacity or 0%. In small-scale experiments while the manifold was being
characterized, syringe pumps were used that had a wide range of available and adjustable
flow rates and sufficient flow pressure. Unfortunately, they had a limited pumping
capacity (i.e., the volume of the syringe), which was acceptable for small batch
experiments to characterize the system, but not feasible for large scale, production-type
experiments. A larger, multichannel peristaltic pump was used for the large scale
production runs; gel was delivered at appropriate flow rates with adequate pressure. All
large gear pumps and single-channel peristaltic pumps obtained from McMasterCarr.
Small gear pumps obtained from Flight Works, Inc., syringe pumps acquired from New
Era Pump Systems, and multichannel peristaltic pump purchased from Cole-Parmer.
2.2.4.2 Oil-side Pumps
As with the first gel-side pumps, the first iteration of the oil-side pump employed a
single-phase, gear pumps (about 2 gal/min) which was driven by a variac. However, as
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this motor is not designed to be controlled with a variac, it needed to be replaced. The
second iteration of oil-side pump was an oversized (22 gal/min) three-phase gear pump,
driven by a variable frequency drive (VFD). This VFD was a novel way to provide fine
control over the pump by varying the frequency and voltage supplied to the motor, which
was simply achieved by a dial on the front of the VFD. The oversized pump provided
flexibility for future scaling operations. All pumps and VFD obtained from McMasterCarr.

2.2.5 Ancillary Equipment or Features
2.2.5.1 Emulsion Needles
Initially, 2-inch long reusable, blunt-tip stainless steel needles were employed to act as
the device to deliver gel material into the mineral oil. Three different gages were selected
that would provide an additional level of control over the size of the gel sphere.
However, the stainless steel needles become bent and crooked with use and the smaller
diameter needles were very difficult to clean after they become clogged, so disposable, 2inch long, blunt-tip stainless steel needles with plastic hub were employed. These
needles could be easily replaced after they become clogged or bent.
2.2.5.2 Manifold Air Vent
The manifold was a rectangular box and so when it filled with oil, the top of the manifold
that was above the mineral oil tube fitting was filled with air. There was no way for that
air to escape, so a hole was tapped on the top surface of the manifold and a threaded
barbed fitting inserted, to which a small plastic valve was attached. When the manifold
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system was started, this valve was open, allowing air to escape and mineral oil to fill the
manifold. When all air escaped, the valve was closed and the experiment could proceed.
2.2.5.3 Flow Management
In initial experiments, the gel manifold was empty of any liquid; it was simply full of
ambient air. As a result, the pressure of the mineral oil at the needle tip pushed the air
backwards into the gel manifold. To avoid this backflow, a three-way valve was installed
at the entry of the gel manifold and the gel manifold was charged with water colored with
food dye. The valve was initially closed to the manifold such that the air inside the static
mixer was displaced and exited the valve through the third port. At the very moment the
gel material entered the valve, the valve was partially closed, such that all three vanes
were blocked. The gel pressure was allowed to build for several seconds, and then the
valve was opened so the gel material could enter the gel manifold. The colored water
would be expelled from the gel manifold and when the gel manifold ceased to emulse any
colored liquid or when the color changed if the gel material contained any dyes, then
emulsion of gel material had begun.
2.2.5.4 Sphere Collector
After being emulsed at the tip of the gel manifold and travelling the length of the oil
helix, the spheres had solidified and needed to be collected and separated from the
mineral oil, lest they fall into the mineral oil reservoir and be pumped back through the
system, where they would likely be crushed by the oil pump. Initially, a plastic mesh was
installed at the top of the mineral oil reservoir that would filter the spheres out of the
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mineral oil and allow the oil to be recirculated. However, this required an extra step as
the spheres would need to be washed. Instead, a beaker half-filled with water was placed
into the oil reservoir and the tubes of the oil helix were inserted into this beaker. As the
spheres were denser than water, and water was denser than mineral oil, the spheres would
exit the oil helix, fall into the beaker, and enter the water, effectively washing them.

2.2.6. Instrumentation Summary
To recap the equipment described above into a single account, see Figure 10, which
describes the manifold device in action. Briefly, two pumps drive the precursor solution
and SNP/cell solution through the static mixer, the mixed gel enters the manifold and is
extruded into the flowing mineral oil. Individual spheres, with diameter dependent upon
the needle diameter and oil and gel flow ratios, are initially created through dripping or
jetting. Spheres that touch face the possibility of coalescence, that is, the formation of
larger spheres by the combination of smaller spheres, driven by surface tension trying to
reduce surface area. The sphere travel downstream through the oil helix and solidify with
time. Upon reaching the end of the oil helix, the spheres enter the water-loaded collector,
where they sink and pass through the oil-water interface. At this point, the mineral oil
overflows the sphere collector, accumulates in the reservoir, and is pumped back into the
oil manifold.
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Figure 10- Equipment Summary

2.3 Characterization Experiment
To fully explore the parameters of the emulsion device, a wide range of oil and gel flow
rates and emulsion needle sizes were examined and the operation of the emulsion device
was evaluated as a function of these two flow rates and needle size. The oil flow rates
explored were 100, 200, 300, and 400 milliliters per minute, the gel rates explored were
2, 4, 6, and 8 milliliters per minute, and the needle sizes explored were 15 gage (inside
diameter nominally 1.372 mm), 18 gage (0.838 mm), 21 gage (0.514 mm), and 23 gage
(0.337 mm). This resulted in a four by four by four experimental matrix. Four degrees of
each parameter were explored in order to probe a width swath of the possible operational
parameters and to gain better resolution in between the high and low parameter. It is
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common for experimental matrices to only explore three degrees of applicable
parameters, but the literature suggests that sphere production during jetting would yield
less satisfactory spheres than sphere production during dripping, and so four degrees
were explored to gain additional resolution in the experimental matrix as to where the
dripping-jetting transition would occur.

2.4 Characterization criteria & techniques
Several criteria were established in order to quantifiably evaluate the performance of the
emulsion device at a variety of operational parameters. These criteria are sphere
solidification, uniformity, and sphere diameter. Firstly, the spheres must cross-link and
solidify in order for sphere production to occur. Secondly, the spheres must be relatively
uniform and avoid large-scale coalescence. Lastly, the sphere diameter is quantified to
understand input parameter affect upon sphere size.

2.4.1 Solidification
The most important criteria upon which to judge the performance of the emulsion device
is whether the gel material solidified prior to exiting the oil helix. Without solidification,
no gel spheres are created and the gel material dissolves in the water collection bath.
Solidification is a function of the sphere residence time and the gel time. The residence
time is the amount of time it takes for a sphere to traverse the oil helix. The gel time is
the amount of time for cross-linking to fully occur in the silica gel, which causes the
sphere itself to solidify. For successful sphere production, residence time must be greater
than gel time.
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2.4.1.1 Residence timing
In order to quantify the residence time, careful timekeeping was performed during
experiments wherein the time was noted the moment a sphere enters the oil helix from
the tip of the emulsion needle and the time was also noted when that same sphere exits
the oil helix, enters the sphere collected, and is separated from the oil stream.
2.4.1.2 Rheology experiments for gel time
Rheological measurements were performed to quantify gel time. A Tain Instruments
AR-G2 rheometer, using a cup and bob configuration sampled the storage modulus and
loss modulus of a model gel. A simple oscillatory procedure was performed, with an
angular frequency of 6.283 radians per second and an initial strain of 3%. The silica
precursor was mixed with neutralized SNP in varying ratios to explore the function of
precursor:SNP ratio upon gel time. The volume ratios explored were 1:1, 1:3, and 1:7
precursor:SNP, and a constant volume of 16 ml of gel was held consistent across all
experiments.

2.4.2 Uniformity
In order for spheres to be effectively used in a bioreactor, they must be of roughly
consistent size and the production technique must have consistent control over the size of
the produced spheres. Spheres were formed in a two ways: detachment from the needle
and coalescence, that is, the combination of unsolidified spheres in the oil helix
downstream of the needle detachment. Coalescence significantly increases sphere
diameter distribution. Sphere diameter uniformity and lack of coalescence are a
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functions the dripping/jetting sphere production phenomenon, both of which are a
function of the oil and gel flow rates and the needle diameter.
2.4.2.2 Coalescence determined by sphere diameter distribution
Coalescence was quantified by the coefficient of variation (CV) from each population of
spheres produced by a set of experimental parameters. The sphere diameter distribution
was determined by measuring each sphere diameter using ImageJ and calculating the
mean diameter and population standard deviation. The CV was then calculated by the
ratio of the standard deviation and mean. As a rough corroboration of CV values, the
sphere populations were graded and the results were averaged from three observers
following a zero to five grading system. A score of zero which represents total
coalescence, where all spheres had coalesced, to a score of five which represents little to
no coalescence, where less than 10% of spheres had coalesced.

2.4.3 Size
Sphere diameter is an important output parameter as the sphere diameter provides a
quantifiable value by which to measure the emulsion device production which can be
finely tuned based upon the ratio of gel and oil flow rate and the diameter of the extrusion
needle. The sphere diameter was measured in situ during sphere production; that is,
during sphere production, images of spheres were captured immediately after extrusion
from the gel manifold into the oil flow. The diameter was measured via ImageJ and
calibrated to account for the visual distortion of the cylindrical tube and mineral oil.
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2.5 Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis using analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed upon the
produced sphere CV, with needle size, oil flow rate, gel flowrate, and presence of
dripping or jetting as factors. ANOVA apportions variance in the result to each of the
factor (Faraway).

3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Design/fabrication –
The design and fabrication process was the most time-consuming and arduous aspect of
the emulsion device development. Multiple components (gel and oil pumps, helix, oil
tubes, mixers, and others) went through several iterations in order to determine the
equipment with the best characteristics for sphere production. Pumps were initially
oversized, then undersized, and then found an appropriate middle ground, all the while
switching between several different styles (gear, peristaltic, and syringe). Table 2, below,
describes several of the advantages and disadvantages of the different pump types
explored:
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Table 2 - Pump Options Explored

Pump Type

Advantages

1/2 hp Gear
Pump

Smooth flow, selfpriming

1-channel
Syringe Pump

Smooth flow, good
flow control

Micro-flow
Peristaltic pump

Smooth flow, good
flow control, large
volume
Wide range of flow
rates available

Micro-gear
Pump

Smooth flow, selfpriming

Modular
Peristaltic Pump

Wide range of flow
rates available

Multi-channel
Syringe Pump

Disadvantages

Notes

Minimum flow rate too
high for application,
difficult calibration
Batch-pumping:
limited syringe
Ideal for small-scale
capacity
Insufficient pressure
capacity
Pulsing flow, very poor
flow control
Minimum flow rate too
high for application,
difficult calibration
Minimal pulsation

Ideal for large-scale

The helix was initially constructed out of scrap wood, and then enlarged with machined
aluminum extrusions. Oil tubing was refined from preliminary, economy tubing to
chemically-resistant, premium tubing. Mixing apparatuses were originally complicated
and eventually streamlined to a simple mixer with no moving parts that could easily be
disassembled and cleaned. Throughout the development, small auxiliary components
were incorporated, including an improved sphere collector and manifold air vent.

3.2 Characterization
Upon satisfactory iterations of equipment, the emulsion device was characterized with a
broad experimental matrix. A larger range of input parameters, four levels as opposed to
the traditional two or three, provided additional data into how dripping and jetting affects
sphere production.
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3.2.1 Solidification
As stated previously, solidification is a function of the residence time of the sphere
travelling through the oil helix and the gel time of the silica material to cross-link to form
a solid sphere.

Figure 11 - Residence Time vs Oil Flowrate
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Figure 11 shows that the residence time is primarily dependent on the oil flow rate for a
given length of oil tubing. With increasing oil flow rate, the residence time of spheres
carried by mineral oil through the helix decreases. For experiments utilizing gels that
have a long gelation time, low oil flowrates must be used to accommodate the additional
time needed for the spheres to solidify. Otherwise, additional length of tubing can be
added to the helix to increase the available residence time without being limited by low
oil flow rates. This additional length may require fabrication of a helix with a larger
diameter or modification of the current helix with longer legs to accommodate the extra
tubing.
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Figure 12 - G' and G" vs Time
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Figure 12 represents the behavior of the storage modulus (G’) and loss modulus (G”) of a
cross-linking silica gel with a 7:1 ratio of SNP:Precursor against time. G’ and G”
represent the stored energy in the elastic portion and the energy dissipated as heat in the
viscous portion, respectively, were measured over time as the gel cross-linked and the
molecular weight increased. The gel time was considered to be the point before the
storage modulus equaled the loss modulus.
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Figure 13 - Gel Time
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Figure 13 shows that the with increasing SNP:Precursor ratio, the gel time increases. Gel
time is a function of silica gel chemistry for a given length of time between mixing and
emulsion. This given length of time was not addressed in this experiment, but is
discussed in section 4.1, below. As the precursor molecules are the more active
crosslinking agent and the SNP acting as building blocks that the precursor assembles,
having a lower ratio of SNP to precursor means that the relative rate of cross-linking is
higher than that with a higher ratio of SNP to precursor. The gel time can be adjusted by
varying the precursor:SNP ratio, with increasing SNP:Precursor ratio leading to increased
gel time. However, gel chemistry is carefully chosen to yield the desired gel porosity,
mechanical strength, bulk diffusion, and other properties, and so adjusting chemistry to
serve emulsion at the expense of other properties may be unacceptable to the larger scope
and application of the spheres. Therefore, future sphere production may have to
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accommodate gels with longer gel times by either lengthening the oil helix or slowing
down the oil flowrate, as discussed above.

3.2.2 Uniformity of Produced Spheres
Uniformity is the second most important criteria for successful sphere production and is
evidenced by the presence of coalescence or lack thereof. Coalescence is an interesting
phenomenon, as it affects the final sphere products in different ways.
Figure 14 - Different Manifestations of Coalescence
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The sphere populations of Figure 14 display different manifestations of coalescence.
Figure 14(a) shows a great degree of coalescence, where great quantities of partially
cross-linked spheres have coalesced to form large bodies with notable lumps. Figure
14(b) displays a variety of different coalescence forms, where some spheres have
combined into large, lumpy bodies and others coalesced early to form single larger
spheres. Figure 14(c) is characterized by a single, relatively smooth instance of
coalescence. Lastly, Figure 14(d) had runaway coalescence where such a number of
individual spheres combined that they did not form a sphere, but occupied the entire
diameter of the oil tube and formed a cylinder of the same diameter. Any system that
weighs one manifestation of coalescence more or less desirable than another is
endangered by not only the subjective weighing, but also the subjective nature of
determining individual instances of coalescence (e.g., this instance is one type, but
another is a blend of two others). Instead, a direct measure of sphere population CV was
performed and corroborated by subjective grading. This method still employs subjective
methods, but uses those methods as validation of the analytical method, rather than an
underlying crux of a more complicated analytical system. To that end, each population
was subjectively graded on a 0 to 5 scale, in which a score of zero which represents total
coalescence, where all spheres had coalesced, to a score of five which represents little to
no coalescence, where less than 10% of spheres had coalesced.
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Figure 15 - CV Corroboration with Subjective Scoring
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Figure 15 shows that CV measurements are corroborated by the subjective grading.
Simply measuring the CV of a population is an appropriate gage by which to measure the
coalescence of a population.

The majority of published literature use surfactants to form a protective barrier around
the emulsed sphere to help prevent coalescence. However, such a barrier would be
detrimental to the biodegradation process as it would provide a barrier for pollutant
diffusion into the interior of the hydrogel sphere, limiting activity of the encapsulated
bacteria. Other emulsion studies are more interested in the physics of emulsion, the fine
control of sphere diameter or even novel double or triple emulsions where multiple
spheres are nested within other spheres, which are nested within yet another sphere.
Removing the surfactant from the emulsion process enabled individual emulsed spheres
to combine upon contact before they solidify. Therefore, coalescence was a challenge to
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the production of individual, uniform spheres. To graphically represent the sixty-four
experiments, three contour plots that represent the average relative CV are found in
Figure 16. Each plot holds one input parameter constant and all CV are scaled, so 1
equals the best sphere production with the least coalescence and 0 equals the worst
production with the most coalescence.
Figure 16 – Average Relative CV
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Figure 16(a) displays the average relative CV for all gel flow rates by oil flow rate and
needle diameter. At high oil flowrate and large needle diameter, there was clearly less
coalescence. Figure 16(b) shows the average relative CV for all needle diameters by oil
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flow rate and gel flowrate. At high oil flowrate, there is less coalescence. Figure 16(c)
displays the average relative CV for all oil flow rates by gel flow rate and needle size. At
large needle diameters, there is less coalescence.

3.2.3 – Sphere Size
Of the three characterization output parameter examined, size is the least critical. If
solidification is not achieved, no spheres are produced at all and the exercise was null. If
coalescence is not mitigated, the produced gel material may be 50% or more vast
oversized spheres, i.e., the majority of spheres are produced through coalescence and are
one to two times larger than the sphere originally produced during needle detachment.
While it is desirable to achieve fine control over sphere size during production, in order
to minimize diffusion or obtain spheres of a particular size, these ends are secondary or
tertiary when considering solidification or uniformity. However, the characterization
experiments demonstrate that control over sphere size can be achieved through varying
the experimental parameters.
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Figure 17 - Sphere Diameter
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As shown by Figure 17, sphere size follows the trend as laid out by Equation (1) above,
with an R2 value of 0.862 for the entire population. Increasing the flow ratio, either by
increasing the oil flow rate or decreasing the gel flow rate, decreases the sphere size and
decreasing the needle size also leads to smaller spheres.
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Figure 18 - Top Quartile CV Sphere Diameters
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As coalescence is prevalent across much of the experimental matrix, Figure 18 displays
sphere size for experimental runs with CV in the top quartile, i.e., CV less than 0.29.
Average CV of all experimental runs was 0.53 and the maximum was 1.13. Assuming
that CV in the top quartile as experiments with acceptable amounts of coalescence, the
available range of spheres diameters is 0.95 to 4.18 mm.

3.2.4 Statistical Analysis
ANOVA is a statistical tool to study the degree to which multiple groups vary. By
examining the variance from the global mean among the different levels of each
parameter, the effects of each parameter can be identified.
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Figure 19 - ANOVA by Needle Size and Oil and Gel Flowrates
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Figure 19 details an analysis of variance of CV, based upon the emulsion input
parameters of gel flowrate, oil flowrate, and needle diameter. Levels 1, 2, 3, 4 represent
0.3 mm, 0.5 mm, 0.8mm, and 1.4 mm for needle size, 100 ml/min, 200 ml/min, 300
ml/min, and 400 ml/min for oil flow rate, and 2 ml/min, 4 ml/min, 6 ml/min, and 8
ml/min for gel flowrate.

Increasing needle size (i.e., larger diameter) and oil flowrate (i.e., higher oil flowrate)
results in lower sphere CV. There is a minor effect that decreasing gel flowrate results in
higher CV, but this effect is not as strong as that of needle size and oil flowrate.
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Figure 20 - ANOVA by Dripping or Jetting
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Figure 20 summarizes the main effects plot for CV by Dripping or Jetting. Level 1
indicates dripping, i.e., Ca + We < 1, and level 2 indicates jetting, i.e., Ca + We > 1. The
analysis of variance clearly shows that the sphere production during dripping results in
lower CV and less coalescence than sphere production during jetting. For these
characterization experiments, the Weber number of the gel flow rate drives jetting sphere
production, due to the square of the gel flow rate. This is supported by Figure 19 as
higher gel flow rates led to lower coalescence.
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4. Conclusion
The emulsion device described herein represents a successful silica sphere mass
production device, capable of producing porous silica spheres of varying diameter, e.g.,
0.95 to 4.18 mm, with little coalescence. For solid spheres, ensure that the gel time is
less than the residence time and to produce small spheres for optimal bioreactor
performance, high oil flowrates, low gel flowrates, and small needles can be used.
However, to avoid coalescence and increase sphere uniformity, the combination of high
oil flowrate and large needle diameter should be used. Additionally, care must be taken
to avoid the jetting regime of sphere production and to remain in the dripping regime.
Multiple pieces of equipment, e.g., pumps, mixers, and tubing, underwent multiple
iterations of design and fabrication before arriving at the combination of equipment as
described herein. Opportunities for further development of the emulsion device that were
not explored are described below.

4.1 Future Opportunities
Potential exploration and iterations for improvement upon the emulsion device include
the following: manifold decentralization; instead of a single, large manifold, multiple,
modular emulsion units could be used. This can prove more affordable and adaptable for
scaling production runs. The modular units could be fed from individual veins that can
be independently shut off, detached, cleaned, and then reintroduced into production
without interrupting the operation of the device as a whole. Or rather than focusing on
co-flow emulsion, where the emulsion needle is arranged concentrically within the oil
tube, cross-flow emulsion could be explored. This geometry, while slightly changing the
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fluid dynamics of the emulsion process, is easier to fabricate and allows for repeatable
control of the placement of the needle with respect to the wall of the tubing (i.e., for some
production runs, there may be value in placing the needle near the wall of the tubing,
where the oil velocity is lower, while other production runs may benefit from a higher oil
velocity at the center of the tubing). Furthermore, there is a body of emulsion research in
the literature that focuses on flow-focusing devices, which can produce smaller drops,
that could be explored with an emulsion device re-design. Another idea to explore is to
move away from the fluid-shearing emulsion mechanism to control sphere size and
instead transition to sphere production where size is tubing- or channel-dependent. In Tjunction microfluidics, the size of the droplet can be dependent on the tubing or channel
that the droplet passes through. In this instance, rather than fabricating an emulsion
device from off-the-shelf parts, an emulsion device could be 3D-printed with specific
geometries to control sphere diameter. A redesign of the emulsion device may also open
the possibility of introducing supplemental oil immediately after emulsion, an idea briefly
explored, but limited by current manifold design, to increase sphere spacing and decrease
coalescence. Furthermore, if the supplemental oil were at elevated temperature, it may
catalyze cross-linking, as the cross-linking of the silica gels explored is accelerated at
higher temperatures. This accelerated cross-linking would decrease gel time which could
ideally decrease coalescence. However, heated supplemental oil might require cooling
prior to reintroduction to the oil reservoir. Aside from redesigning the emulsion device,
an improvement that could be explored is accelerating the effective (i.e., after gel
emulsion into the oil) gel time without modification to the gel chemistry by introducing
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more tubing before needle tip. However, this should be examined in light of long-term
production, as this technique may shorten the length of time until the device clogs and
production must be stopped.
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